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Alternate Prologue #2 

 Rosette and Kreshkali in the Dumarkian Woods (the first spring after Strange 

Attractors ends) 

 

 

 Rosette stood at the edge of the woods. The scent of pine needles filled 

the air and the ground was covered with black berry blossoms, like white icing 

on tea cake. She took a deep breath. It was spring and the wind was from the 

west.  

She comes, Drayco said. Her familiar sent the message directly to her 

mind. 

Rosette tipped her nose skyward until she spotted the falcon riding the 

thermals overhead. The gusts rippled the bird’s feathers, revealing soft golden 

down under the glossy black wings. Rosette rolled down her sleeve and 

stretched out her arm. She turned eastward, her back to the wind, her face to 

the morning sun.   

I’ll be right back. Drayco leapt into the woods as if diving into a dark 

pool.  
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Rosette felt the vibration of his purr in her mind. We’re right behind you, 

lovely. She knew he was impatient to roam through the woods now that the 

snow had melted. 

The falcon back winged onto her arm and barely touched down before 

jumping off again. It was their preferred way of shifting back into human 

form—easier than landing directly on the ground or starting the shift from too 

high up. Rosette shut her eyes against the shockwave. When she opened them 

Kreshkali stood before her brushing a golden down feather from her dark robe. 

‘Beautiful sky, Rosette.’ 

‘How were the thermals from Los Loma?’ 

‘Divine.’ She hugged her daughter. ‘Where’s the big black?’ 

‘Drayco’s already trail blazing.’ 

‘Let’s catch up!’ Kreshkali led the way into the shady green of the 

Dumarkian Woods.  

They found Drayco not far in, lapping at a babbling brook. Spring was 

beautiful everywhere on Gaela but these woods were particularly so. They 

were also sacred to Rosette and Drayco—both being born here and nearly 

killed here as well. Drayco rolled on the mossy forest floor, blackberry 

blossoms clinging to his dark coat. He got up and shook before taking off at the 

run. 
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‘Did you find anything new?’ Rosette asked her mother. 

‘There was one chest in a room long abandoned. It had some of her 

things in it.’ 

‘Ruby’s? Are you certain?’ 

‘I am.’ 

‘What things?’ 

‘Her sword. An unusual pendant and her grimoire.’ 

‘Her grimoire! Did you read it?’ 

‘I did. It revealed much. You’ll want to study it too, but there is nothing 

of the question you’ve been pondering unless it’s so well encrypted I passed it 

by.’ 

Rosette exhaled. She’d had high hopes of unravelling the past—the story 

of the Richter line. To find Ruby’s grimoire was a boon. Perhaps Kreshkali did 

miss something. 

A grimoire was a witch’s diary. It usually contained astrological charts, 

transits and progressions—maps of the past, present and future star 

patterns—and basic delineations, exploratory ideas and notes (there were a lot 

of these if the grimoire belonged to an apprentice). A grimoire may also 

contain lists of entities, methodology on spell casting, charms, enchantments, 

summoning and banishments. It could be filled with local herb lore, alchemy, 
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the mixing of medicaments and the making of talismans. If the witch had a 

familiar, there might be very personal notes about her relationship to the 

creature. The grimoire was sacred. Untouchable during the witch’s life by 

anyone else and often interned with the body or destroyed at death.  

She looked forward to reading it herself, no matter if it answered her 

question or not.  ‘I still think we’re missing something,’ Rosette said. ‘Ruby was 

on Gaela for long enough to receive at least one letter from Janis. We have it, 

or what’s left of it.’ 

‘One letter that we know of.’ 

‘Exactly. There could be more. Maybe Ruby stayed here after leaving 

ASSIST. Maybe she . . .’ 

 ‘Ruby went back to Earth, Rosette. She had to have. Our line continued 

there, not here on Gaela.’ 

 ‘Our

 Rosette chuckled. ‘It had been a while,’ she said aloud. ‘Over ten 

generations on Earth. It could have been three times that many on Gaela.’ She 

 line did but there could have been others.’ Rosette still wasn’t 

convinced the young witch Shaea was her biological offspring. ‘There could be 

a parallel line—Shaea’s line.’ 

 ‘Possibly, but Jarrod never detected it if there was one.’ 

 He barely detected us, Drayco said. 
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looked at her mother. ‘Are you sure you were the first to travel the corridors 

since Ruby’s time?’ 

 ‘I was. And the knowledge was passed down the family line—mother to 

daughter, on and on until . . .’ 

 ‘Until it came to me. Then all the knowledge passing stopped.’ She 

crossed her arms. 

 ‘You got it in the end,’ Kreshkali said. 

 ‘And nearly drowned in the process.’  

‘Better than getting a tracker’s knife in the dark. Be glad.’ 

 I don’t like seawater. Her temple cat appeared on the trail ahead. 

 ‘Drayco agrees it was a less than gentle revelation.’ 

 Kreshkali nodded. ‘Maybe so but it was less troublesome than my 

upbringing, or my mother’s . . .’ 

 Rosette took her hand. ‘I’m sorry.’ 

 ‘Don’t be. That was just one past, and look where it’s gotten us, strife 

and all.’ 

 Rosette smiled. ‘It’s gotten me far and wide: a high priestess of Temple 

Los Loma, mistress to Drayco the Dumarkian Temple cat and Jarrod, well . . .’ 

She smiled. ‘He’s a story all his own. Still turning those pages.’ 

 Kreshkali stopped. ‘Where is he?’ 
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‘Helping Grayson and Maluka bathe Gratch.’ 

‘It takes three of them?’ 

‘Don’t you remember Dray at that age?’ 

‘I don’t. Nell does.’ 

Rosette chucked. ‘Well Gratch is like Drayco times ten, plus he tussled 

with a skunk.’ 

‘Again? He doesn’t seem to learn.’ 

He learns, Maudi. He just doesn’t care. 

Rosette translated for Kreshkali and they both laughed. 

‘I hope he starts caring soon,’ Rosette said. ‘Or we’ll have to grow 

another bushel of tomatoes just for the task.’ 

Tomatoes aren’t the only thing that gets out skunk stink. 

‘Really Dray? What else?’ 

Eel livers

‘I agree.’  

. 

‘I’m not going to ask how you know that, but I think we’ll keep juicing 

tomatoes.’ She turned back to Kreshkali. ‘Anything else in the chest?’ 

‘Odds and ends. Personal items. No letters to us or list of children 

birthed on Gala with their father’s families name and location.’ 

‘Maybe she concealed it. We have to keep looking.’ 
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Kreshkali and Rosette had been discussing the letter from Janis Richter, 

the matriarch of their line, and piecing together their family’s past.  

‘I still don’t understand why Jarrod doesn’t know the Lupin history 

better. He was here for it.’ Rosette followed the path towards the temple 

ruins. ‘He was here when the Lupins crossed over. He had to have known Celia. 

Wouldn’t she have told him more?’ 

‘You’d think so.’ 

‘Have you asked?’ Rosette looked at her mother. 

‘Of course. ‘ 

‘And?’ 

‘He says he doesn’t remember.’ 

‘Says the same to me. How is that possible? He can recall every way a 

thing could possibly happen, whether it did or not. But an experience he lived 

through is forgotten?’ 

‘He’s human now.’ 

‘But consciousness is not. He has access to . . . everything.’ 

‘It could be blocked.’ 

‘Why?’ 

‘For the same reason anyone else numbs themselves to an experience—

emotional pain. He might have blocked it out.’ 
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‘I hadn’t thought of that. He’s always so . . . happy.’ 

‘Perhaps because he’s blocked.’  

Rosette scratched her neck. ‘Interesting thought.’ 

‘Have you tried a guided meditation with him?’ 

‘We did but . . . ’ 

Kreshkali raised her brow. 

‘We got . . . sidetracked.’ 

‘Really?’ 

‘We were down the cliffs, on the beach. I thought the waves would be 

soothing.’ 

‘And.’ 

‘They were.’  

Kreshkali chuckled. ‘Maybe try it again, somewhere less . . . soothing.’ 

‘I will.’ She watched her mother’s aura as she asked the next question. 

‘How’s Teg?’ 

It jumped. She’d guessed it would.  

‘He’s making excellent progress on his theory.’ 

‘I didn’t mean that but good to hear. Is there is new of the corridors to 

Earth? Are any open?’ 

‘I’ll know more when we return to Los Loma.’ 
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Kreshkali was always evasive when it came to Teg. ‘So how is he?’ 

‘You’ll know for yourself soon enough.’ 

‘He’s coming?’ 

‘By nightfall.’ 

‘Oh that’s excellent news.’ 

Did you catch that, Dray? Teg’s coming. 

We are going to hunt tonight.  

I can’t wait! 

‘As for the meditation with Jarrod,’ Kreshkali said. ‘Do it. I think the 

answers are there.’ 

Rosette smiled. ‘If I ask the right questions.’ They reached a clearing and 

she stopped by a willow tree. ‘I almost didn’t recognise it.’ Rosette ran her 

hand down the bark. ‘It’s grown so.’ She opened her pack and pulled out a jar 

of rose petals. Drayco and Kreshkali stood next to her. 

There is no one here, Maudi. The temple is still ruins. 

She let her hand sink into his ruff. ‘Nothing,’ she said to Kreshkali.  

‘Ah well. Maybe next spring.’ 

They sprinkled the petals around the willow and chanted an ancient 

hymn. When the ritual was over they returned to the cottage.  
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‘Kali, when I tried to activate the spell, I saw it—the other set of DNA. I 

know we have Lupin blood; I just can’t figure out how we got it if Ruby didn’t 

mate with a Lupin.’ 

‘Perhaps she did.’ 

‘But if so, it had to have been here, on Gaela. She was too young when 

they brought the Lupins across—eight or nine at the most.’ 

‘Our line had Lupin DNA before Ruby was born.’ Kreshkali spoke quietly. 

‘What?’ 

‘It was Luka Paree’s doing. He was experimenting.’ 

‘What?’ 

‘From what I can tell, the last Grey wolf had died had died and he 

wanted to bring her back.’ 

Rosette felt a chill across her shoulders. ‘What did he do?’ 

‘He did what it took, though I don’t think even he could have guessed at 

the end results.’ Kreshkali took her hand. ‘Come. There’s a feast to prepare.’ 

She looked at the horizon as they emerged from the woods. ‘We will find the 

answers, but not by digging up the past.’ 

‘Where then?’ 

‘Inside, Rosette. The answers are within.’  


